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In the era of modernization and globalization as in this time where science and technology is growing rapidly, many found the changes that occur are radically. The changes that greatly affect the changes in thinking and behavior patterns of the people especially the older children in the social life, the impact of these changes can be positive and negative depending on the public response to any changes that occur around him. Just as teenagers today are more obsessed and have a curiosity greater the changes that occur. Even sometimes a lot of teenage kids who fall into the things that deviate because their obsession.

Rampant irregularities committed by children or adolescents at the moment which is often referred to as "juvenile delinquency" is not just happening in big cities but also in rural areas. Crimes committed there that they are personal and group/community. But at this point a lot of teenagers who form a community deviance in unlawful conduct. In general, teenagers are very aggressive nature, likes to do physical violence to anyone without an apparent reason, with a purpose to gauge the power of their own community and making a scene in the middle of the environment, this is one of them because of the influence of changes happening around them.

The purpose of this study is to examine and analyze about community brat in the community. Benefits of this research are as material information to the public regarding the delinquency and crimes committed by juvenile delinquents community. Research is a descriptive study using qualitative methods to 8 informants. Data were collected by using in-depth interviews, observation and documentation. The data analysis technique used is the data reduction, data display and conclusion.

The results of this study it can be concluded that the community naughty children who commit this crime are generally aged 15-20 years, in line with the opinions kartini & Kartono, (1998 : 8). That the highest rate of crime there at the age of 15-19 years, crime, memalak, rob, rob, rape, 70 % were adolescents aged 13-21 years.

The emergence of community brat with his crime in the form of social life is a reaction to a problem of population stratification with low social status that there is a region that assess excessive for high social status and wealth of treasures, but
in reality, the achievement of high social status is very hard to do with a reasonable way. So that their ambitions to meet the needs of the material, and the small chance of success, the community facilitates the brat to deviate from the norms in force and make the teenage children deal with the law.
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